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ABSTRACT 

Being visually impaired or a computer illiterate have always 

being a barrier for people to use computer to perform their 

tasks in an easy, efficient and quick way. However, mobile is 

not only a necessity of everyone today but is convenient to be 

operated by anyone and everyone. This paper discusses a 

system wherein the user will be able to type text on computer 

by providing a voice input through his mobile phone.   

General Terms 

Speech Recognition 

Keywords 

Speech Recognition System, MFCC, HMM, N-Gram Dataset. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Irrespective of age, gender, educational background or 

physical impairment (excluding being dumb), speech is the 

primary mode of communication used by human beings to 

express themselves to others. It is this human speech which 

forms the basis of one of the hottest field of modern science 

i.e. Speech Recognition. The research work presented in this 

paper uses a mobile phone to provide speech input to a speech 

recognition system which in turn gets printed as text on the 

computer screen This paper is divided into two major parts, in 

the first part an introductory overview of speech recognition 

system is provided along with a glimpse of some of the recent 

researches in the field so that the reader gets a background of 

this field and the second part discuses the research work under 

consideration in this paper. 

2. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

2.1 Definition 
Popularly known as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), 

speech recognition is a sub-category of pattern recognition 

wherein the speech input is first understood by the computer 

to perform the user desired task using it. Its preliminary task is 

not only to respond instantly but also to work effectively in 

noise or complete silence environment and that too on 

heterogeneous inputs. 

2.2 Types of Speech [1] [8] 
Different ASR systems accept speech input in different forms. 

 Isolated Words: Isolated i.e. single utterances are fed as 

input to the recognizer but choosing word boundaries 

affects result obtained. 

 Connected Words: Separate utterances together with 

minimum pause are input requirement of this system. 

 Continuous Speech: A dictation by computer to the 

speaker, it is the most difficult recognizers to create. 

 Spontaneous Speech: Speaker‟s natural speech acts as the 

input for the system. 

2.3 Stages of Speech Recognition 

       Technique [2] [3] 
1 Analysis: Vocal tract, excitation state characteristics and 

behavior characteristic of the speaker are identified. 

2 Feature Extraction: Spectral features along with excitation 

source are identified. This stage is further divided into 

two steps. The first is the training step, shown in Fig. 1 

below, wherein the system is familiarized with the 

speaker‟s voice characteristics and these act as reference 

models. 

 

Fig 1: Training [7] 

The second step is testing, shown in Fig. 2, where unknown 

utterances are matched with the reference model to find their 

best possible match. 

 

Fig 2: Testing [7] 

3 Modeling Technique: Here speaker models are generated    

which are categorized into speaker identification (where 

input speech signal helps to identify the speaker) and 

speaker recognition. Speaker recognition is further 
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divided into speaker dependent (where the extracted 

characteristics identify speaker) and speaker independent 

(where only the content matters and not who is speaking 

it). The various modeling techniques available are: 

 Acoustic-Phonetic Approach: Based on acoustic 

properties labels are allotted to speech sounds. 

 Pattern Recognition Approach: First the system is 

trained with utterances which act as reference patterns 

and then unknown utterances are compared to these 

references to know their identity. 

 Template Based Approach: In this there is a candidate 

word dictionary which acts as templates. Input unknown 

utterances are matched with these templates and the one 

that matches the best is selected. However, the 

production and storage of template per word is an 

impractical task. 

 Dynamic Time Warping (DTR): It measures the 

similarities between two utterances that vary in speed 

and are “warped” non-linearly in time dimension, on a 

frame-by-frame basis.  

 Knowledge Based Approach: The knowledge of experts 

related to variation in speech is hand coded in the 

system, though it is not easy to obtain such knowledge 

and use it effectively. 

4 Matching Technique:  

 Whole Word Matching: There is a large storage 

requirement in this approach as all incoming speech 

signals are compared to these pre-recorded word 

templates. Results are obtained quite quickly. 

 Sub-word Matching: Recognition is done with the help 

of phonemes. Though there is less storage requirement 

for templates but processing time is more. 

3. HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL: 

     SPEECH RECOGNITION 

     TECHNIQUE 

As discussed above training and testing are the two phases of 

speech recognition. Hidden Markov Model i.e. HMM is 

a successful and flexible technique used in speech 

recognition. In this research work also HMM is used so a 

brief overview of it is given in this section. 

3.1 Introduction of HMM 

An extension of Markov model, HMM [6] [31] is a model in 

which the intermediate states that are responsible to 

transform the initial state to final output state are hidden. 

The triplet which represents HMM is given as: 

                               ),,( BA                                        (1) 

Where A is state-transition probability 

           B is observation/output probability 

           is initial state 

HMM is a probabilistic model wherein the model can go from 

one state to another within a time shift but it is only 

probabilistic. 

3.2 Elements of HMM 

 N number of states in the model - Though the principle 

of HMM is that it‟s states are hidden but still they have 

physical significance. 

 M number of distinct observation symbols per state – It 

represent the physical output emitted by the model under 

consideration.  

 S represents the individual state. 

3.3 Steps in HMM 
1. Evaluation: In this step the probability of a model to 

generate an observation sequence is judged so as to find 

the best model available. For the HMM model  , the 

observation sequence O is given as : 

                                  
)|( OP

                                          (2) 

2. Decoding: It is the process wherein the best state 

sequence, Q, is obtained for the observation sequence, O. 

3. Training (Learning): The most tedious step of HMM 

where the model parameters 
),,( BA

are adjusted to 

maximize the observation sequence probability. 

3.4 Basic Problems of HMM 
Problem 1: For the given observation sequence O and a model 

 =
),,( BA

, how to efficiently find the best model i.e. 

)|( OP
. 

Problem 2: For the given observation sequence O and a 

model , how to choose the state sequence Q which best 

explains the observation. 

Problem 3: How the model parameters
),,( BA

should be 

adjusted to maximize
)|( OP

. 

4. MEL FREQUENCY CEPSTRUM 

     COEFFICIENT (MFCC): FEATURE 

      EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE 
MFCC is the feature extraction technique employed in this 

research work which not only extracts but also selects the 

parametric representation which is best for acoustic signal. 

The steps involved in MFCC calculation are: 

1. Mel Frequency Wrapping: The pitch under consideration is    

measured using a „mel‟ scale as human speech does not 

follow linear scale for measuring frequency of speech signal. 

„Mel‟ scale spaces linearly below 1000 Hz and 

logarithmically above 1000 Hz. Mathematically it is 

formulated as: 

           
)700/1(10log*2595)( ffMel 

            (3) 

2. Cepstrum: The log mel spectrum obtained from above step,  

are converted to time from real numbers using discrete cosine 

transform, which represent local spectral properties of the 

speech signal. 
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          Cn =




k

k 1 (log Sk) cos {n(k-(1/2)* /k )}        (4) 

5. PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS 
Rate of accuracy and speed are the two parameters that 

measure the effectiveness of any speech recognition system 

[7]. Word Error Rate (WER) measures accuracy and is given 

in equation (5): 

                      
NIDSWER /)( 

                 (5) 

Where S are the number of words that are substituted 

          D are the number of words that are deleted  

           I are the number of words that are inserted  

          N are the total number of words under consideration 

Speed is measured in terms of Real Time Factor (RTF) which 

is given in equation (6): 

                                IPRTF /                           (6) 

Where P is the time that will be taken to process input of I   

duration 

Speech recognizer is widely used in the field of voice 

authentication where the recognizer on the basis of input 

speech signal judges the authenticity of the speaker. The 

speaker should neither be authenticated by the recognizer 

when he should not be nor should the speaker be 

unauthenticated when he should i.e. a balance needs to be 

maintained between false acceptance rate (FAR) and false 

rejection rate (FRR). On plotting a graph between FAR and 

FRR, as shown in Fig. 3, the point of intersection is known as 

crossover error rate (CER) which must be low for a better 

system performance.     

 

Fig 3: FAR, FER, CER [4] 

5.1 Analysis of Existing Systems 
The table 1 below brings into picture some of the existing 

systems whose accuracy varies on the basis of which feature 

extraction technique they choose out of LPC (Linear 

Predictive Coding), MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficient) and PLP (Perceptual Linear Prediction) and 

which recognition technique they choose out of HMM 

(Hidden Markov Model), GA (Genetic Algorithm) and VQ 

(Vector Quantization). 

 

 

 

Table 1. Analysis of Existing Speech Recognition Systems 

Research 

Work Name 

Feature 

Extraction 

Technique 

Recognition 

Technique 
Accuracy 

Alaigal-A 

Tamil Speech 

Recognition [9] 

PLP HMM 70% - 80% 

Hindi Speech 

Recognition 

System Using 

HTK [11] 

MFCC HMM Word-

accuracy 

and word-

error rate of 

the system 

are 94.63% 

and 5.37% 

respectively 

Speech 

Emotion 

Recognition 

System based 

on Integrating 

Feature and 

Improved 

HMM [12] 

MFCC HMM  + GA More than 

77% 

Continuous 

Speech 

Recognition 

System for 

Tamil Using 

Monophone-

based Hidden 

Markov Model 

[15] 

MFCC HMM 92% 

accuracy in 

word level 

and 81% 

accuracy in 

sentence 

level 

Automatic 

Speech 

Recognition for 

Bangla Digits 

[17] 

MFCC HMM More than 

95% for 

digits (0-5) 

and less 

than 90% 

for digits 

(6-9) 

Arabic Speech 

Recognition 

Using Hidden 

Markov Model 

Toolkit (HTK) 

[19] 

MFCC HMM 97.99% 

English Digits 

Speech 

Recognition 

System Based 

on Hidden 

Markov 

Models [27] 

MFCC HMM 56.25% - 

72.5% 

 

Human 

Computer  

Interaction 

Using Isolated 

Words Speech 
Recognition 

Technology 

MFCC VQ 88% 
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[30] 

Segment-Based 

Stochastic 

Modelings for 

Speech 

Recognition [8] 

LPC HMM + VQ 62% - 96% 

Automatic 

Speech 

Recognition:Hu

man Computer 

Interface for 

Kinyarwanda 

Language [42] 

MFCC HMM 92% 

6. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Initially the input signal is transformed from analog to digital 

form and then it is divided into frames each having their 

individual frequency. The spectral features extracted from the 

frames help in identifying the phones of the speech sample 

which are nothing but sounds that distinguish two words. 

MFCC is applied to the phones which identify unique discrete 

acoustic phone of each individual input speech sample. Then 

HMM is applied to each phone which identifies the likelihood 

of occurrence of a word W within the given acoustic 

observation, P(W/A). This can be represented using Baye‟s 

rule format: 

           
)(/)()/()/( APWPWAPAWP 

             (7) 

Where P(A/W) represents the acoustic model  

           P(W) represents the language model giving the                       

probability of sequence of words 

P(W) is calculated using the Microsoft N-Gram dataset which 

has the ability to predict the next phone, letter or word in a 

given sequence of input. The N-Gram dataset is being used 

here as a data source since it is a huge repository of data with 

data being collected from world web pages and internet 

documents, which have data ranging from proper nouns, 

domain specific terms, special expressions, technical words, 

acronyms and terminologies; covering an ample number of 

words of the language. With the help of N-Gram dataset, for 

the proposed system vocabulary dictionary and sentences are 

available which act as a huge repository for both training as 

well as testing phase of the proposed system. An algorithm 

called soundX is then created. This algorithm finds the best 

possible match from all the possible patterns returned by N-

Gram dataset. For eg: If the sentence being provided as input 

speech is:  “Can I kiss the baby!”, then the N-Gram dataset 

might generate possible available matches “kill” and “kiss”. 

However, the soundX algorithm will consider the pattern with 

highest occurrence frequency and select it i.e. in this case 

“kiss” will fit into the above sentence. In other words, from all 

the possible matches returned by the N-Gram dataset, soundX 

selects the one that fits the best. This sentence thus selected 

with the help of N-Gram dataset and soundX algorithm is 

printed as text on screen. The soundX algorithm is splitted 

into three parts major parts as shown below: 

 

 

 

FunctionDetectError (In)   

// In this voice input is fed to the ASR system 

{ 

// split the text received as input by ASR and return word 

tokens 

WSplit(In,“”) 

for(i <- 0 to i <- N) // detect all word tokens 

{ 

// search for W[i] in Microsoft N-Gram dataset where W 

denotes a particular word 

R <- Search(N-Gram Dataset , W[i]) 

if(R == true) // i.e. if W[i] is found in Microsoft dataset 

i <-  i+1 // go to the next word token W[i+1] 

else  
//W[i] is misspelled and thus a correction is required so go to 

the candidate corrections generation algorithm 

AlternateCandidates(W[i]) 

} 

} 

FunctionAlternateCandidates (word) 

{ 

// create 2-gram character sequences and put them in an 

array named a 

a <-Split2Grams(word) 

for(i <- 0 to i <- N) // for all 2-gram sequences 

{ 

// look for unigrams having a[i] as substring 

L[i] <- Substring(N-Gram Dataset, a[i]) 

i <- i+1 

} 

// select the top 4 unigrams sharing 2-gram character 

sequences with the incorrect word 

Candidates <- commonUnigrams(L) 

// go to the error correction algorithm 

CorrectError(candidates) 

} 

FunctionCorrectError (candidates) 

{ 

for(i <-0 to i <- N) 

// process all alternate candidates returned 

{ 
// concatenate together the ith candidate with the preceding 

words 

// A is a global array containing the original ASR output text 

O <- Concatenate(A[j-4] , A[j-3] , A[j-2] , A[j-1] , 

candidates[i] ) 

// find O in  N-Gram dataset and return its frequency 

frequency[i]  <-  Search(N-Gram Dataset , O) 

i <- i+1 

} 

f <- MaxFrequency(frequency) 

// return the index f of the candidate whose O has highest 

frequency 

// return the correction for the ASR error 

GENERATE_TEXT candidates[f] 

} 

The above soundX algorithm carries out the required filtration 

of patterns returned by N-Gram dataset to find the one that 

best matches the desired requirement. This work has reduced 

human effort to a great extent as human can speak more 

quickly than typing via a keyboard. Also while a speaker 

provide voice input he can utilize his hands for any other 

work. Moreover the system can also prove to be a blessing for 
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visually challenged people or the ones which don‟t have 

hands. 

 

7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Fig. 4 below demonstrates the experimental setup for the 

proposed work. 

 

 
     

Fig 4: Experimental setup for the proposed system 

 

The objective of the proposed system is to print text on 

computer screen by providing voice input and not by using 

traditional means like keyboard or mouse but by providing 

input through android mobile phone. From the speech input, 

features are extracted using MFCC and the acoustic 

characteristics are recognized using HMM. MFCC and HMM 

are basically used to obtain the speech signal in it‟s maximum 

possible pure form i.e. devoid of noise or any other impurities 

that are fed along with speech input. This modified signal is 

fed to Google server which returns the maximum possible 

matches for the input speech signal by making use of N-Gram 

dataset. Then soundX algorithm is designed which makes use 

of NLP (Natural Language Processing). soundX selects the 

best pattern from the lot obtained from Google server. To 

send this pattern to the computer, so that it can be printed on 

screen, socket programming is used which uses WiFi network 

as a medium of transmission. This is how the desired task is 

performed.  

8. RESULTS 
The following interfaces depict how the system is working. 

Initially the user opens app called VoiceExample in his 

android phone and presses the “Execute Request” button. 

User then provides some voice input. For e.g. here the user 

provided the voice input “Human beings consider speech as 

the primary mode of communication”. This voice input goes 

to the refinement process using MFCC and HMM and then 

goes to Google server which makes use of N-Gram dataset 

and returns the best possible matches for the input provided, 

as shown below: 

 

 

 

From these matches returned, the soundX algorithm designed 

during this proposed system, selects the best possible match 

and sends it to the computer screen to be typed as shown 

below. 

 

Now if user again provides some input say “Welcome to the 

world of apps”, then after going through all the processing as 

before, this new input gets appended after the initial input as 

shown below. The notepad file gets refreshed on it‟s own, the 

user does not need to do anything to make updation in it. 

 

The above interfaces are depicting the accomplishment of the 

objective with which this proposed system was started i.e. text 

being typed on screen by providing voice input is being 

accomplished.  

 

 

Speaker 
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Gram 
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As discussed in the paper above RTF and WER are the two 

performance parameters of a speech recognizer. For this 

system RTF is calculated as: 

RTF = 4.6/5 = 92% 

where 4.6 seconds P processing time is taken for an input of 

duration I of 5 seconds. 

On the basis of the interfaces shown above, WER is 

calculated for the input speech: “human beings consider 

speech as the primary mode of communication whose output 

that is returned by the system is: “human beings considered 

speech to paint mode of communication”. As it is evident 

from the interfaces, for N = 10 total words spoken by speaker; 

S = 3 substitutions are made as „consider‟ is replaced by 

„considered‟, „as‟ is replaced by „to‟ and „primary‟ is replaced 

by „paint‟; I = 0 as no insertions are made; D = 1 as „the‟ is 

deleted from the N-Gram dataset returned output. Therefore, 

WER is: 

WER = (3+0+1)/10 = 40% 

Experimentally it is believed the lower is the WER, the more 

accurate is the speech recognizer. However, WER variation 

depends on factors such as age, accent of speaker and number 

of words fed as input to the recognizer. The following graphs 

depict variation in WER on basis of these factors. The graph 

in Fig.5 is plotted between WER and age, with age varying 

from 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 years. The graph in Fig.6 is plotted 

between WER and no. of words fed as input per processing 

i.e. starting from 1 word for 1 processing to words, 3 words, 4 

words and 5 words together given for processing.. The graph 

in Fig. 7 is plotted between WER and English accent as per 

mother tongue which ranges from Punjabi accent English, 

Tamil accent English, British English accent, Haryanvi accent 

English, Urdu accent English. 

 

Fig 5: Graph plotted between WER and Age 

 

Fig. 6 Graph plotted between WER and No. of words per 

input 

 

Fig. 7 Graph plotted between WER and English Accent 

(as per mother tongue) 
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
More than 50 years is the legacy of speech recognition 

system. The ASR systems prove to be useful not only for 

blind people but also let able people to do some other work as 

their hands and eyes are free to indulge in other activities. 

Moreover, these ASR systems can be developed in and are 

existent in native languages like English, Tamil, Punjabi, 

Hindi, Chinese, etc; which breaks the obstacle of the person 

being educationally underprivileged to operate the computer. 

Speaker independent continuous speech recognition systems 

with large vocabulary are in-demand which can be fulfilled by 

using the feature extraction technique MFCC with the 

recognition technique HMM which help in creating extremely 

powerful systems that offer good speech recognition results.  

For future work, a new system can be designed on similar 

grounds where not only text is being printed on screen but 

most of the computer functioning can be handled by providing 

voice input through mobile phone. This can range from typing 

URL in browser‟s address bar to computer‟s control functions 

like: Ctrl+C, Ctrl+X; to name a few to attaching files to e-

mails. Moreover, currently this proposed system requires both 

the mobile and laptop to be in same network. But in future the 

entire system can be deployed in GPRS so that the mobile and 

laptop can coordinate from remote locations. 
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